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Maya longs to find brilliant, beautiful color in her world. But when the wind blows, desert sand

covers everything, and turns her whole neighborhood the color of dust.With the help of a feathered

friend, Maya searches high and low to find the colors in her world. And she does--in the vibrant

purple of her Mama's flowers, the juicy green of a prickly cactus, the hot pink clouds at sunset, and

the shiny black of her Papi's hair.As they follow Maya's search for all the colors of the rainbow, little

readers will be inspired to look around and ask themselves, where can I find the colors in my

world?This beautiful bilingual book of colors makes a perfect gift or read-aloud book for young

readers learning to explore their world.
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Beautiful book for all ages. We have been reading this book to our daughters since they were born,

and they are now 3 & 5, and they still want to read it all the time!

The kids love it. Can't keep it in my classroom library because it goes home with a different student

every evening

Beautiful book.

I love this book, I bought it because I wanted my daughter to have access to female children

characters, I like the storyline, the pictures and the fact that both the English and the Spanish

version have great rhythm not just a bad translation of each other. My daughter loves the story and

the pictures also, but I mostly read to her in Portuguese.

My 4 year old daughter and I just love this book! We checked it out at the library and were sad to

give it back. We had to buy our own. We are a bilingual family but speak most english, and my

daughter just loves to hear the spanish version over abd over.

Excellent product.
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